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Abstract

Optimizing on-sky single-mode fiber (SMF) injection is an essential part of developing precise Doppler
spectrometers and new astrophotonics technologies. We installed and tested a prototype SMF-injection system at
the Large Binocular Telescope in 2016 April. The fiber injection unit was built as part of the derisking process for a
new instrument named iLocater that will use adaptive optics (AO) to feed a high resolution, near-infrared
spectrograph. In this paper we report Y-band SMF coupling measurements for bright, M-type stars. We compare
theoretical expectations for delivered Strehl ratio and SMF coupling to experimental results, and evaluate
fundamental effects that limit injection efficiency. We find the pupil geometry of the telescope itself limits fiber
coupling to a maximum efficiency of ρtel≈0.78. Further analysis shows the individual impact of AO correction,
tip-tilt residuals, and static (noncommon-path) aberrations contribute coupling coefficients of ρStrehl≈0.33,
r » 0.84tip tilt , and ρncpa≈0.8 respectively. Combined, these effects resulted in an average Y-band SMF
efficiency of 0.18 for all observations. Finally, we investigate the impact of fiber coupling on radial velocity
precision as a function of stellar apparent magnitude.
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1. Introduction

Adaptive optics (AO) correction translates directly to
increased spectral resolution, allowing spectrographs on large
telescopes to highly sample stellar absorption lines and monitor
the evolution of wavelength-dependent line asymmetries (Crepp
2014). Diffraction-limited observations permit the use of a
single-mode fiber (SMF), which transmits only a single
propagation mode and translates into several benefits for radial
velocity (RV) instruments: (1) Stabilizing the instrument point-
spread function (PSF) and eliminating modal noise entirely
(Snyder & Love 1983; Robertson & Bland-Hawthorn 2012);
(2) The small core diameter of the SMF enables ultra-high
spectral resolution (R>200k) with a compact diffraction grating,
effectively miniaturizing the spectrograph (Jovanovic et al.
2016b); (3) High spectral resolution permits the measurement
and possible correction of stellar noise (Davis et al. 2017); and
(4) High spatial resolution from AO systems allows for the
confirmation of (transiting) planets in multiple stars, in particular
which star(s) hosts the planet(s) (Ciardi et al. 2015).

However, with the introduction of a SMF, there are new
spectrograph calibration effects to consider. In particular, birefrin-
gence is a property of SMFs that can result in variable polarization
states propagating through the fiber. This effect, outlined in

Halverson et al. (2015), scales with the degree of polarization
ranging from 10 cm s−1 for weakly polarized light (≈1%) to
several m s−1 for strongly polarized light (≈100%). Characteriza-
tion of birefringence in SMF feeds and mitigating the impact on
RV is an on-going area of research (A. J. Bechter et al. 2019, in
preparation).
With a core size of only ≈5–10 μm,3 injecting starlight from a

telescope directly into SMF’s is non-trivial, requiring exquisite
beam control (Serabyn et al. 2010; Jovanovic et al. 2014).
Developing an efficient SMF-injection system thus represents
a critical step in realizing the potential of a diffraction-limited
spectrograph capable of extremely precise Doppler RV measure-
ments (Bechter et al. 2015, 2016, 2019; Blake et al. 2015).
SMFs also show promise to be beneficial in nontraditional

astronomical instruments. The small core diameter enables high
spatial resolution filtering of the input field, a particularly
important feature for high dispersion coronagraphy, exoplanet
atmospheric characterization, and fiber-nulling (Mawet et al.
2017; Wang et al. 2017). In addition, single-mode devices are
an integral part of the emerging astrophotonics field, including
fiber-based wavefront sensing and photonic reformatters
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3 For comparison, multi-mode fibers generally have core diameters in the
range of d=50–200 μm for astronomical applications.
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(Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2010; Harris et al. 2018; Hottinger et al.
2018).

The challenge for all SMF-fed astronomical instruments is to
efficiently inject starlight into the fiber. In order to couple and
propagate light through a SMF with minimal loss, the incident
complex electric field from a telescope must be precisely
matched to the boundary conditions of the SMF. Specifically,
achieving high coupling efficiency depends on the properties of
the incident complex electric field in addition to the intensity
field distribution of the fiber acceptance mode (Shaklan &
Roddier 1988; Ruilier & Cassaing 2001). These mode-
matching conditions dictate an optimal incident beam must
have: a flat wavefront, Gaussian amplitude distribution
matching the fiber mode shape, and a beam angle that does
not exceed the fiber diffraction angle. Deviations from these
conditions degrade coupling efficiency into the fiber. On a
ground-based telescope, an AO system is essential for
matching the PSF to the fiber by correcting wavefront errors
caused by atmospheric distortions in the input electric field.
Moreover, Phase-Induced Amplitude Apodization (PIAA)
optics have been shown to further optimize mode-matching
by remapping diffraction effects from the telescope secondary
mirror and support structures to reshape the telescope PSF with
a more Gaussian-like amplitude distribution (Guyon 2003;
Jovanovic et al. 2016a).

A forerunner SMF-injection system has been under devel-
opment for “iLocater”: a diffraction-limited RV spectrometer
that utilizes AO to inject starlight into SMF’s at the Large
Binocular Telescope (LBT) (Crepp et al. 2016). In 2016 April,
six half-nights of observations were scheduled to perform
initial tests with a SMF-injection prototype called the “iLocater
Demonstrator.” The demonstration system was installed on the
DX side (right side) of the LBT and uses one of the LBTI
pyramid wavefront sensors (WFSs) (Esposito et al. 2010).

The demonstrator system consisted of three optical channels
shown in Figure 1; light from the telescope was first collimated
at the entrance of the optical system, referred to as the
“common optics channel.” This channel is partitioned using
collimated light and a dichroic beamsplitter into a “fiber
coupling channel” and “imaging channel.” The fiber coupling
channel consists of a pair of lenses for fiber injection and
retractable pick-off mirror to measure the incident optical
power in the Y-band. The imaging channel was used to monitor
the PSF in the I-band. Details of the demonstrator optical and
mechanical design as well as initial commissioning measure-
ments can be found in Bechter et al. (2015, 2016), respectively.

In this paper we characterize the spatial and temporal
performance of SMF coupling efficiency and the LBT AO
system using on-sky observations and day–time engineering
tests. We describe the methodology used to measure SMF
coupling efficiency and reduce additional diagnostic image data
in Section 2. We provide a summary of observations in
Section 3. On-sky SMF coupling efficiency is presented in

Section 4. Relationships between fiber coupling efficiency,
telescope pupil geometry, AO correction and tip-tilt residuals
are derived in Sections 5, 6, and 7 respectively. We further
estimate the impact of static aberrations and demonstrate a first
step for mitigation using phase retrieval in Section 8. Finally
we translate fiber coupling losses to RV uncertainty and
estimate limiting magnitudes in Section 9.

2. Procedure

The primary goal of this study is to: (i) report SMF coupling
efficiency in the Y-band; and (ii) quantify specific fiber
coupling losses. SMF coupling efficiency in the demonstrator
system was measured by dividing the total power output
through the SMF by the incident power measured at the SMF
tip using a pair of calibrated photodiodes. This ratio provides
an “instantaneous” coupling efficiency, which serves a baseline
measurement for understanding coupling losses and directly
informs science performance predictions.
The theoretical SMF coupling efficiency, ρth, is computed

from the normalized overlap integral between the telescope
pupil function and the projected fiber mode in the pupil plane:
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where Etel(u) is the complex pupil function of the telescope and
Ef(u) the complex conjugated fiber mode propagated to the
pupil plane (Ruilier & Cassaing 2001).
However, without full knowledge of the complex electric

field, we must characterize fiber coupling losses experimentally
using quantities that are measured in our system. To do this, we
consider both dynamic and static sources of error. Dynamic
terms include imperfect wavefront correction from the AO

Figure 1. A simplified cartoon of the AC demonstration system showing only
the essential optical components. All wavelengths (yellow) propagate initially
through the optical train. A beamsplitter directs Y- and J-band light toward the
fiber arm (green). Shorter wavelengths are transmitted through the beamsplitter
to the imaging arm.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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system (Strehl ratio) and residual tip-tilt errors. Static terms
are characterized based on telescope pupil geometry, fiber
misalignment, and noncommon path aberrations (NCPA). We
investigate these possible sources of loss using diagnostic
images recorded contemporaneously with fiber coupling.

The effects of degraded throughput are considered using four
separable terms derived from diagnostic data:

r r r r r= Strehl tip tilt tel ncpa , 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

where Strehl is the Strehl ratio, tip/tilt represents tip-tilt residuals,
tel is the telescope pupil geometry, and ncpa represents static
aberrations. Static errors include NCPA resulting from optical
alignment errors, high order terms from optical surface quality, as
well as defocus errors (Z4) introduced by fiber misalignment.
Each parameter in Equation (2) is quantified as an equivalent fiber
coupling value, e.g., measured tip-tilt residuals in the focal plane
are translated to a fiber coupling coefficient of ρtip/tilt=0.84.
These parameters derived from diagnostic data are used to inform
the complex electric field model of the fiber and telescope beam at
the pupil plane.

Finally, fiber coupling results from this analysis are used to
inform simulations of Doppler spectroscopy under similar
observing conditions. As fiber coupling losses reduce observa-
tional efficiency and degrade RV precision, characteristic values
are included in end-to-end instrument simulations that model
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of a simulated stellar spectrum. These
simulations calculate the photon-noise-limited RV precision
as a function of apparent magnitude for a diffraction-limited
spectrograph at the LBT. These predictions are used to derive
the relationship between fiber coupling efficiency and limiting
apparent magnitude.

3. Observational Summary

We report on-sky measurements from 2016 April for five
different stars observed with apparent magnitudes ranging from
V=(3.05–10.2) in seeing conditions from θ=(0.8–1.5)″.
Observations of bright, mid-late M-type stars were recorded to

provide high a S/N ratio in the fiber coupling channel,
λ=(970–1065) nm, while varying the S/N in the wavefront
sensing channel, λ=(400–970) nm. Data sets for each star
include simultaneous measurements of the Y-band SMF
coupling efficiency, high speed imaging data in the I-band,
and WFS telemetry.
A summary of results from the final night of the 2016

observing run is shown in Table 1. Observations of each star were
limited to 2–30 minutes to minimize the effects of instrument
flexure and changing airmass as there was no active beam
stabilization or continuous atmospheric dispersion correction in
the prototype system. Measured Y-band SMF coupling efficiency
ranged from 8% to 23% with I-band Strehl ratios from 7% to 20%
while using 153–400 AO modes (400 was the maximum number
of modes in 2016). Although the apparent visual magnitude
differed by as much as ΔV=7.15 for the various targets, AO
correction was limited primarily by atmospheric seeing conditions
and not flux on the WFS.
To achieve AO correction, the LBT adaptive secondary mirror

has N=672 actuators and operated with a bandwidth of 990 Hz
in 2016 (Esposito et al. 2010). Recently at the LBT, the SOUL
AO upgrade has increased the pupil sampling in the WFS and
improved the bandwidth (Pinna et al. 2016). For comparison,
other AO systems with plans to use SMF units include the Keck
Planet Imager and Characterizer (KPIC), which has N=1156
actuators (34×34) and 1500Hz bandwidth, as well as the
PALM3000 at the Hale Telescope which has N=2500
actuators and 2000Hz bandwidth (Dekany et al. 2013; Mawet
et al. 2017). Future extremely large telescopes will have
significantly more actuators to account for larger primary
mirrors: the TMT is will include approximately 8000 actuators,
whereas both the ELT and GMT have plans to use 5000
actuators respectively (Hippler 2018).

4. Fiber Coupling Efficiency

The instantaneous fiber coupling efficiency of three observations
are shown in Figure 2. In each case, the peak coupling (25%, 17%,
12%) occurs near the start of the observation and degrades with

Table 1
Observing Summary

ID Sp. Type V J AO Modes Seeing (″) Airmass Y-band SMF Coupling(%) I-band Strehl (%)

HD 89758 M0 III 3.05 0.10 153/300 1–1.5 1.04/1.01 8/12±2 19/20
HD 97778 M3 IIb 4.63 1.05 300 1 1.04 12±2 12
NSV 19434 M7 10.2 2.19 300 L 1.01 11±2 7
SA0 82686 M4 9.76 2.75 300/400 L 1.02 22/23±2 26/27
HD 113496 M3 7.50 2.75 400 0.8 1.09 22±2 26

Note. Summary of observations including stellar parameters, telemetry, and relevant instrument measurements. Spectral type and apparent (V, J) magnitudes are
quoted from SIMBAD. AO modes refers to the number of correcting elements applied on the adaptive secondary mirror. Missing entries in seeing data are due to
corrupt data; however, during periods of stable seeing �1″, up to 400 modes were used, as opposed to 153–300 modes when the seeing was in the range 1 0–1 5 or
less stable. Repeated observations with different AO modes are indicated with a slash. The AO loop frequency on all targets was 990 Hz with 1×1 pixel binning.
Strehl ratios and fiber coupling values are averaged over an entire observing set (5–30 minutes).
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time. This is expected due to the lack of active beam stabilization
to correct for beam wander and degrading atmospheric dispersion
correction. The average coupling efficiencies over 180 s for the
400 modes, 300 modes, and 153 modes are 23%, 12% and 8%
respectively. As one would expect, the average fiber coupling
efficiency is related to the number of AO modes (Figure 2 and
Table 1). This follows our understanding of theoretical SMF
injection as higher order correction on the adaptive secondary
mirror should provide better wavefront correction, improving the
Strehl ratio and fiber coupling efficiency.

Although more correcting modes with HD113496 improves
the average coupling efficiency, significant temporal variability
is present as both stars show similar levels of dynamical loss.
The relative scatter is similar in each case with σrms=1.57% at
400 modes, 1.73% at 300 modes and 1.75% at 153 modes over
the 3 minutes interval. This suggests the cause of dynamical fiber
coupling loss may be dominated by effects independent of AO
correction. However, the effects of high order wavefront
correction and tip-tilt residuals are difficult to disentangle from
each other in fiber coupling efficiency data. Therefore we require
additional diagnostic data to break the degeneracy and quantify
the impact of wavefront correction and tip-tilt individually.

5. Pupil Geometry

A typical telescope pupil is modeled as a large circular
aperture from the primary mirror with a smaller central
obstruction from the secondary mirror. Support structures for
the secondary and tertiary mirrors, sometimes referred to as
spiders, are also visible in the pupil. To first order, this pupil
geometry causes diffraction only. Diffraction displaces energy
from the PSF core into the Airy rings where the amount of
displaced energy increases with the ratio of the secondary to
primary mirror diameter. These effects reduce mode-matching,
placing an upper limit on SMF coupling efficiency.

In the case of a perfectly corrected wavefront, diffraction
effects from the secondary limit the maximum achievable fiber
coupling efficiency to ρtel=0.78. This theoretical value of ρ

represents the maximum achievable SMF coupling and is used
as a normalization factor throughout the remainder of this
work. We calculate ρ using Equation (1) with a secondary
mirror blocking fraction of 11% and fiber mode-field diameter
of 5.8 μm. Additional diffraction caused by support spiders
removes light from the PSF core. Both the secondary and
tertiary support structures at the LBT have a (projected) width
of approximately 8% that of the secondary diameter and form
an 18° wedge angle. Supports degrade the maximum fiber
coupling efficiency by 2%–3%.
Light located in the Airy rings cannot be coupled into SMFs

with standard optics, accounting for ≈20% of the total power.
PIAA optics remap starlight from the Airy rings back into the PSF
core and have been tested with SMF injection (Jovanovic et al.
2017). PIAA optics are considered a future upgrade for SMF
injection at the LBT in the case that fiber coupling is limited by
diffraction as opposed to AO correction. Although PIAA optics
combined with a flat wavefront improve coupling, Strehl ratios
above 80% are warranted (Sivaramakrishnan et al. 2001).

6. Strehl Ratio

The Strehl ratio is an extremely useful parameter when
assessing SMF injection as it is proportional to the maximum
achievable coupling efficiency (Wagner & Tomlinson 1982;
Ruilier & Cassaing 2001). The Strehl is also a convenient
parameter to summarize wavefront errors (WFE) and can be
computed from contemporaneously recorded imaging data.
Importantly, we distinguish between the maximum achievable
coupling efficiency and measured coupling as other instru-
mental and telescope effects may degrade fiber coupling
without impacting the Strehl ratio.
In the demonstrator system, the Strehl ratio is measured at

λ=800 nm by computing a theoretical diffraction pattern
using a simulated LBT pupil function according to our PSF
sampling ( fλ/D=6.9 pixels). Both measured and simulated
frames are tip-tilt centered, normalized and fit with a 2D
Gaussian function to find the maximum amplitude. The PSF

Figure 2. Instantaneous coupling efficiency of three observations: HD113496 (Red) with 400 AO modes correction, HD89758 with 300 AO modes (Green), and
HD89758 with 153 AO modes (Purple). Shaded regions indicate uncertainty in the instantaneous measurement.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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centroid is found using the flux weighted image center,
followed by Fourier shift to center the PSF in the image frame
to remove tip-tilt. This is followed by a 2D Gaussian fit to the
PSF core in each frame to calculate the PSF amplitude. The
Strehl ratio is then calculated as

=
=
S

S
=

I x

I

P

P x
SR

0

0
, 3

( )
( )

( )

where I is the measured intensity and P is the simulated
intensity of the diffraction pattern and x=0 is the center of the
image (Roberts et al. 2004).

6.1. Instantaneous Strehl Ratio

A time series of Strehl ratio values and fiber coupling for
HD89758 at 300 modes is shown in Figure 3. The Strehl ratio
(blue) is overlaid with normalized fiber coupling (red) after being
temporally synchronized. The Strehl ratio average is 18% with
an rms of 5%, with distinct features at 500 and 800 s. In a similar
fashion to the instantaneous fiber coupling in Figure 2, Strehl
ratio variations are a combination of low amplitude jitter and
higher amplitude drifts.

To quantify the linear dependence of temporal fluctuations in
Strehl ratio and fiber coupling data we calculate the correlation
coefficient, γStrehl. A coefficient of 0 indicates no correlation while
±1 indicates completely positive correlation/anti-correlation. To
compute γStrehl, the Strehl ratio and fiber coupling efficiency are
normalized by mean subtracting and dividing by the standard
deviation. Next, data are time synchronized using cross-correla-
tion to remove lag-time offset introduced by slight clock time
differences in each data set. A moving average filter is also
applied to match the Strehl ratio sampling to fiber coupling
bandwidth. Visually the signals in Figure 3 show a very clear
positive correlation, especially considering the slow drift of each
signal over the full 13 minutes. Formally, a correlation coefficient,
γStrehl=0.77, is calculated for HD 89759, data set V (see
Appendix) where γ�0.7 is typically considered very strong
statistical dependence.

The correlation between Strehl ratio and fiber coupling
is calculated for all observations in Appendix Table 3. All

stars indicate fiber coupling efficiency is strongly correlated with
instantaneous Strehl ratio, with an ensemble average γStrehl�0.70.
This is in agreement with the theoretical relationship between fiber
coupling and Strehl and confirms the “instantaneous” Strehl ratio
accounts for the majority of low frequency temporal variations in
the fiber coupling efficiency for all observed stars with varying
number of AO modes, seeing, airmass, and brightness.

6.2. Limitations Set by Strehl Ratio

Comparing Strehl ratios with fiber coupling provides an
estimate of how closely each observation was to the theoretical
limit set by AO correction. To more easily quantify performance,
we rescale the Strehl from the I-band to the fiber coupling
wavelength band (Y-band) and normalize the fiber coupling
efficiency to the maximum possible efficiency according to the
telescope pupil geometry in Equation (1) (i.e., a maximum of
78%).4 In doing so, we establish a 1:1 relationship between the
adjusted Strehl ratios and fiber coupling.
Results are shown in Figure 4. In general, observations with

400 AO modes performed more closely to the theoretical limit
than 300. For well corrected stars, the Strehl was ∼45% which
corresponds to a nonnormalized maximum fiber coupling
efficiency of ρmax=0.35 with the pupil geometry of the LBT.
Observations with worse AO correction had a Strehl ranging
from 20% to 36% with ρmax=0.15–28. Interestingly we find
HD89758 coupled significantly less light using 153 AO modes
than with 300 modes despite achieving similar Strehl ratios.
Following the formalism of Equation (2), we calculate
ρStrehl=0.20–0.45.
Fiber coupling degradation beyond values predicted by the

Strehl can be estimated by computing a linear fit, as shown in
Figure 4. A fit value of 58%±8%, indicates the demonstrator
typically coupled just over half of the available light as
predicted by the Strehl ratio. This suggests additional factors
degraded the fiber coupling efficiency by an additional 40%.
Furthermore, while the measured correlation is very high,
additional effects impacting fiber coupling are evident in

Figure 3. I-band Strehl Ratio an fiber coupling time series over a 13 minutes observation for HD 89758, Set V (see Appendix for full details). The correlation
coefficient is computed to be γStrehl=0.77, indicating a strong positive correlation between instantaneous fiber coupling efficiency and Strehl ratio.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

4 The measured I-band and rescaled Y-band Strehl ratios are in agreement
with Strehl ratios at the LBT presented in Pinna et al. (2016).
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Figure 3, where the fiber coupling deviates significantly from
the Strehl ratio at 440 and 850–920 s. These unaccounted
variations are most likely the result of large amplitude
misalignment of the PSF and fiber and are investigated in
Sections 7 and 8.

7. Tip-tilt Residuals

Residual tip-tip errors may be the consequence of uncor-
rected atmospheric turbulence, over-driving the AO system,
telescope vibrations, or combinations thereof. To understand
the effects of tip-tilt motion we investigate the temporal and
spatial domains of the PSF. The PSF centroid is found using a
2D Gaussian fit to the PSF core in each frame. We characterize
the tip-tilt signal in terms of a scatter amplitude, σtip/tilt, and
drift term, δ, where δ is measured by applying a low-order
polynomial fit. The slope is a measure of the angular centroid
“drift per unit time” and stip tilt, is calculated by taking the rms
of centroids after subtracting the mean.

The tip-tilt time series for HD89758SetV is shown in the
top panel of Figure 5 with a sampling frequency of f=
120 Hz. HD89758SetV is measured to have a drift of δ=
0.1 mas minute−1 and scatter amplitude of s = 10.5tip tilt mas
measured over 13 minutes. In contrast to the Strehl ratio, the tip-
tilt signal does not contain significant low frequency compo-
nents ( f�1 Hz).

Day–time engineering tests were analyzed to understand the
LBT AO system and telescope vibrations at higher S/N, and
sampling frequency without the atmospheric turbulence effects.
By closing the AO loop using a bright λ=1064 nm calibration

source, we sample the PSF at f=3 kHz. Day–time tests are
referred to as closed-dome SX and DX (Appendix and
correspond to the left and right side of the LBT respectively).
A summary of centroid drifts is shown in Table 3. The

average drift is δ=0.74±0.88 mas minute−1 for on-sky data
and δ=2.43 mas minute−1 for closed-dome measurements.
For both on-sky and closed-dome pixel scales (2.87 and
3.92 mas/pixel respectively), δ�2–3 mas minute−1 corre-
sponds to an extremely small motion at the sub-pixel level.
Thus the average PSF centroid remained in an almost constant
location throughout short observations, and atmospheric
turbulence and telescope elevation (i.e., instrument flexure)
did not cause significant PSF drift over fiber coupling
timescales.
The correlation between fiber coupling and tip-tilt signal for

HD89758SetV is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 5 where
the centroid sampling has been down-sampled to match fiber
coupling measurements. The tip/tilt correlation in Figure 5 is
measured to be g = 0.56tip tilt . An ensemble average of
g = 0.46tip tilt for all observations which suggests a positive,
moderate overall correlation between fiber coupling and PSF
location. Occasionally, the tip-tilt signal also accounts for some
distinct high amplitude fiber coupling losses, not captured by the
Strehl ratio. Examples of these regions are shown in the bottom
panel of Figure 5 at 450 and 850–920 s where dominant tip-tilt
losses are captured by the fiber coupling data.
Overall, we find the measured tip-tilt residuals do not correlate

as strongly with fiber coupling as the Strehl ratio. However, high
frequency components present in the tip-tilt signal, but not
present in fiber coupling data, are likely due to a bandwidth
limitation of the photodiode electronics ( f�1–5 Hz). Further
observations with higher sampling rates of fiber coupling data
are expected to provide a better understanding of high frequency
( f�1Hz) tip-tilt variations. With a higher fiber coupling
bandwidth (i.e., f�30 Hz) we would expect to capture more
high frequency information through the fiber and perhaps
measure a stronger correlation between PSF position and fiber
coupling.

7.1. Limitations Set by Tip-tilt

To visualize tip-tilt amplitudes we show the 2D centroid
scatter for SAO 82686SetII in Figure 6. The centroid
distribution is approximately a circular Gaussian with a slight
elongation at 45◦. An average characteristic scatter corresp-
onding to the 1σ Gaussian width parameter is s =tip tilt

7.37 mas with the =FWHM 17.4 mas. For comparison, the
angular projection of the SMF mode-diameter is about 42 mas
at λ=1 μm and s » 1 6tip tilt fiber diameters.
For a fiber that is perfectly centered on the mean scatter

position, we compute the normalized fiber coupling coefficient,
rtip tilt, in the presence of tip-tilt errors. To do this we first
compute an equivalent WFE (Z2, Z3) in the pupil plane that

Figure 4. Average Y-band coupling efficiency vs. Y-band Strehl ratio for each
observation in Table 1. Fiber coupling efficiency is normalized to the maximum
theoretical efficiency (78%) and the Strehl ratio has been rescaled to estimate the
Y-band Strehl ratio from I-band measurements. A linear fit indicates the instrument
coupled approximately 60% of the available light.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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results in the measured stip tilt in the focal plane, and then
calculate ρ according to Equation (1). Using this technique we
calculate contour lines of 1 and s2.33 tip tilt which correspond to
ρtip/tilt=0.90 and 0.50 respectively and are shown in Figure 6.

A summary of centroid scatter measurements can be found in
Table 3. The characteristic on-sky scatter has an ensemble average
of s = 8.8 2.3tip tilt mas which is equivalent to one-fifth of a
fiber diameter and a fiber coupling loss of 16%±7%. Following
the formalism of Equation (2), we conclude r = 0.77 0.91tip tilt – .

7.2. Telescope Vibrations

Vibrations at the LBT are present on the telescope structure
supporting the primary, secondary and tertiary mirrors and are
not entirely corrected by the LBT AO system. A power
spectrum computed from our on-sky x- and y-centroid time
series is shown in the left panel of Figure 7. We identify sharp
vibration signatures in the 10–30 Hz band as well as the
50–60 Hz band. This strongly indicates residual tip-tilt errors in
the demonstrator system were impacted by telescope vibrations
and supports findings suggested by the closed-dome and on-
sky tip-tilt amplitudes.

The cumulative PSD (right side of Figure 7) reveals 60%–70%
of the vibration energy is contained in the 0–30Hz band and an
additional 30% in the 50–70Hz band. This distribution of energy
calculated from centroid positions in demonstrator focal plane is in
agreement with both LBT WFS and accelerometer measurements
in Escárate et al. (2018). This further validates our findings that tip-
tilt residuals originate from telescope vibrations.

To address telescope vibrations, mitigation techniques within
the fiber injection module will be tested in 2019 with a goal
of targeting vibrations in the 0–30 Hz band. These test runs
will include the use of a fast tip-tilt mirror and IR quadcell

Figure 5. Top: tip-tilt time series calculated from HD89758SetV PSF centroids. Tip-tilt peaks located at 400, 800, and 900 s are due to poor AO correction. Bottom:
normalized Tip-Tilt and Fiber coupling signal. Each signal is mean subtracted, normalized by the standard deviation, and cross correlated to remove sensor lag offset before
computing the correlation coefficient. A correlation coefficient of g = 0.56tip tilt suggests a moderate linear relationship between fiber coupling and PSF location.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 6. Centroid scatter plot for SA0 82686 IISet. σx=7.66 mas and
σy=7.09 mas correspond to the standard deviation of the centroid scatter. The
maximum deviation in x, y directions is 59.61, 57.76 mas respectively.
Horizontal and vertical histograms indicate the spatial distribution is near
Gaussian. Contour lines (–) show normalized coupling efficiency of 0.90 and
0.50 for a given tip-tilt amplitude.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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photodiode. Beam stabilization with a quadcell will also be
compared to tip-tilt correction using a prototype photonic
device described in Hottinger et al. (2018).

8. Static Aberrations

Static aberrations are typically introduced by noncommon
optical paths between the WFS and science instrument. In this
instance however, we refer to NCPA as the difference in WFE
between the demonstrator imaging channel and fiber channel. The
slow lenses in the imaging channel used to compute the Strehl
impart a small WFE and are easier to align than the highly curved
surfaces of the fast lenses in the fiber channel. Additional static
aberrations may also be introduced by mismatches between the
fiber tip and incident beam. Thus, WFE in the imaging channel
should be considered a lower limit on the WFE at the fiber tip.

We approximate the sensitivity of the system to static
aberrations by calculating theoretical coupling efficiency for
the first several Zernike modes. To do this, we propagate the
SMF Gaussian mode from the focal plane to the pupil plane and
calculate the overlap integral of the fiber mode with the telescope
pupil function in Equation (1). Using this methodology, physical
fiber alignment errors in the focal plane such as lateral and focus
misalignment manifest as low-order static aberrations. Figure 8
shows the relationship between rms WFE, σrms, and normalized
fiber coupling efficiency. Most Zernike terms degrade fiber
coupling similarly whereas Astigmatism (Z5) and Trefoil (Z9)
degrade more slowly with WFE. The Strehl ratio is calculated
using the Maréchal approximation, where σrms=0.5, 1 is
equivalent to sr=ρncpa=(0.80, 0.40) (Ross 2009).

The remaining fiber coupling loss not accounted for by the
Strehl or tip/tilt residuals can be explained with either a lateral
or focus misalignment of the SMF. For an exclusively lateral or
focus error to induce a 20% injection loss, static WFE with an

amplitude of σrms=0.5 in either Z(2, 3) or Z4 could be
present. In the case of a pure lateral misalignment, this WFE
translates toΔx=1.4 μm in the focal plane, or about one-forth
of the physical fiber core diameter. The equivalent defocus
error in waves is calculated according to

l
=

D
D

z

F8
, 4

2
( )

where Δz is the physical distance moved along the optical axis, λ
is the wavelength, and F is the focal ratio. Using Equation (4), and
scaling σrms=0.5 to P-V WFE in waves, a defocus error of
Δz=125μm degrades fiber coupling efficiency by 20%. The
total static WFE however, is likely a combination of focus and
alignment errors, combined with higher order surface errors.
Following the formalism of Equation (2), we estimate ρncpa≈0.8.

8.1. Phase Retrieval

NCPA’s degrade Strehl ratio and reduce fiber coupling
efficiency. To overcome this problem, phase retrieval algo-
rithms can be used to reconstruct the electric field phase after
the WFS and apply appropriate offsets to the adaptive
secondary mirrors for optimal correction in the science
instrument. In the fiber injection system, these algorithms can
be implemented in the fiber channel and imaging channel to
correct for static aberrations and boost coupling efficiency
closer to the theoretical maximum.
The Modified Gerchberg-Saxton (MGS) phase retrieval

algorithm is a method that iteratively reconstructs the electric
field phase by introducing known perturbations (diversity) to
the system and imposing constraints on measured intensity
(Green et al. 2003). The algorithm provides a numerical
estimate of the optical path difference (OPD). MGS has
been demonstrated to significantly boost the Strehl ratio in

Figure 7. Left: tip-tilt power spectral density of HD89758 with 300 AO modes. Sharp peaks are present in both axes from 10–30 Hz to 50–60 Hz. Right: normalized
cumulative tip-tilt PSD. Approximately 70% of the energy is contained within the 0–30 Hz band. The remaining energy is concentrated from 50 to 60 Hz.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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astronomical applications including at Palomar Observatory
(Burruss et al. 2010).

We demonstrate the principle of phase retrieval at the LBT
using a calibration source and camera that scans through a focal
plane located after the WFS. Symmetric pairs of images are
recorded around focus to introduce a known diversity and
constrain the electric field amplitude. The OPD is reconstructed
by iteratively propagating between the out of focus plane and
in-focus plane for each image. After each propagation, an
estimate of the phase is obtained as the known amplitude at
each plane is re-imposed (Bikkannavar et al. 2010). Repeating
this process allows the MGS algorithm to converge on an
estimate of the OPD.

Figure 9 shows the comparison between a measured and
predicted out of focus PSF. The right panel shows the OPD with
σrms=87.7 nm, which is equivalent to a Strehl ratio of 0.76. To
validate this method, we compare to the in-focus PSF Strehl ratio
which is measured to be 0.83. Future experiments will aim to
improve phase retrieval measurements by increasing diversity and
applying offsets to the adaptive secondary mirror to correct the
measured OPD. This approach will facilitate maintaining optimal
image quality over seasonal thermal changes and realignments of
the incident beam to the fiber injection system.

9. RV Impact

We investigate the impact of fiber injection losses on RV
precision for iLocater at the LBT using the results from previous
sections. RV uncertainties are calculated from end-to-end

instrument simulations of the stellar spectrum across iLocater’s
36 spectral orders (Bechter et al. 2018, 2019). The simulations
utilize fiber coupling coefficients: ρtel, ρncpa, rtip tilt as well as the
modeled Strehl ratio to determine a variable chromatic coupling
efficiency for a given spectral type and apparent magnitude. The
variable coupling efficiency is combined with the static iLocater
instrument throughput terms to determine the S/N of a given
spectrum.
The photon-noise-limited RV precision, σph, is estimated

using the formalism of Butler et al. (1996),

s =

å 

1
, 5

dI dV
ph

2

I
( )

( )

where dI/dV is the slope of the measured stellar intensity as a
function of wavelength (expressed in velocity units) and

= N NI ph ph is the fractional Poisson error at pixel i.
We derive empirical relationships between photon noise and

fiber coupling efficiency by varying ρ as a function of I-band
magnitude and spectral type. Nominal LBT observing condi-
tions for our simulations include an I=10, M4V star at an
airmass of =zsec 1.4 with 30 minutes of integration time
under θ=1 1 seeing. The Strehl ratio is estimated according
to the SOUL WFS upgrade which has taken place since the
original demonstrator measurements (Pinna et al. 2016).
Residual tip-tilt errors are modeled with s = 8.8tip tilt mas
and NCPA errors (Z2, Z3) equivalent to ρ=0.8.
Figure 10 shows photon-noise limited RV precision as a

function of fiber coupling for M4V stars. Smooth curves show
the empirical relationship between fiber coupling and σph. An
asterisk (*) marked on each line indicates expected values of ρ
for a given magnitude based on demonstrator results under
nominal observing conditions. The uncertainty is obtained by
varying fiber coupling coefficients according to results in
previous sections.
Empirical curves in Figure 10 follow the expectation that ρ is

proportional to the number of photons arriving (N), where
s µ N1ph . This demonstrates variations in fiber coupling
efficiency improves RV precision in a similar fashion to simply
increasing the total number of photons uniformly across the
spectral band. However it is important to note only the single-
measurement photon noise is accounted for in these simula-
tions. In the presence of variable fiber alignment from one
observation to the next, changes in chromatic fiber coupling
efficiency introduce a systematic RV uncertainty (Bechter et al.
2018). To fully asses the impact of fiber coupling variations,
these systematic RV uncertainties must be taken into account.
Given assumptions for AO performance and coupling

degradation found in the demonstrator system, coupling
efficiencies slightly above 20% per LBT dish are expected
for I=7–9 M-stars. At these magnitudes, simulations predicts
σph�0.5 m s−1. In this region, improvements in fiber coupling

Figure 8. Fiber coupling vs. rms WFE (σrms) as a function of pure Zernike
modes and the Strehl ratio. Zernike modes are numbered according to the Noll
index (Noll 1976).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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on the order of 5%–10% offer a few cm s−1 improvement in
RV precision. However, improving ρ by a similar percent can
dramatically improve σph for faint stars (I≈10–12).

It should be emphasized that the RV precision modeled in
Figure 10 represents the theoretical photon-noise floor of an
R≈200 k SMF instrument with: a simultaneous bandpass of
(0.970–1.28) μm, 30 minutes of integration time, and the dual
8.4 m apertures of the LBT. Additional RV effects such as
calibration errors and stellar activity are not included, which
can increase the noise floor and degrade the true single-
measurement precision (Bechter et al. 2018).

While current SMF coupling efficiency is lower than MMFs,
the total photon-noise floor for iLocater is compensated largely
by the LBT primary mirrors. For comparison, we note the
existing precision of CARMENES instrument, an R<80k,
extremely precise RV spectrograph located at the 3.5 m
telescope of the Calar Alto Observatory. CARMENES has a
visible light arm which routinely achieves an internal precision
of 1.6 m s−1 (Quirrenbach et al. 2018). The near-infrared arm has
also been shown to derive an internal precision less than 2 m s−1

on an M3.5V star with a I=7.1 (Luyten’s star), a precision near
to the photon-noise floor (Quirrenbach et al. 2018). HARPS, a
visible light spectrograph with R=115k and 3.6 m aperture,
is located at La Silla Observatory in Chile and has a single-
measurement precision of ≈0.8 m s−1 for RV-quiet stars with
S/N=200 (Fischer et al. 2016). Integrating longer can improve
single-measurement precision.

Although achieving efficient SMF injection presents a
challenge, benefits of the SMF spectrograph are primarily in
the calibration process and resolution. Unlike MMFs, variations
in the illumination of SMFs do not result in focal ratio
degradation nor modal noise; rather the fiber’s output distribution
is stable and decoupled from variations in the input beam
(Lemke et al. 2010; McCoy et al. 2012; Schwab et al. 2012).
Simultaneously, the diffraction-limited fiber core allows for high
spectral resolution while using a compact diffraction grating. This
is important as resolutions of R�150k are needed to measure
and possibly compensate for stellar activity (Davis et al. 2017).

The combination of stable spectrograph illumination and high
resolution therefore provides a promising alternative method to
multi-modal spectrograph optical designs.

10. Conclusions

On-sky AO-fed SMF coupling efficiency in the Y-band has
been demonstrated at the 10%–25% level (absolute) at the

Figure 9. Left: measured PSF at the LBT with 1 wave (12 mm) of defocus using a λ=1064 nm calibration source. Middle: predicted PSF from the MGS algorithm
Right: reconstructed WFE in the pupil plane.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 10. Photon noise (σph) as a function of fiber coupling efficiency (ρ) for
M4V stars. Stars (*) on each line mark the expected value of ρ for a given
magnitude. ρ is calculated using the nominal observational and conditions where
ρmax≈0.78 based on LBT pupil geometry. Error bars indicate uncertainty in RV
precision by based on variable fiber coupling conditions.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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LBT. Physical effects degrading coupling efficiency are
separated into four coefficients: ρtel, ρstrehl, rtip tilt, and ρncpa.
Telescope pupil geometry limits the maximum coupling to
78%. The instantaneous Strehl ratio was shown to limits
the maximum fiber coupling to 20%–46% and is strongly
correlated with SMF coupling. Our calculations indicate that
the demonstrator instrument coupled approximately 60% of the
available starlight after accounting for AO correction.

Further degradation from the theoretical maximum coupling
efficiency was caused by residual tip-tilt motion and static
aberrations. Tip-tilt residuals have similar vibration signatures
as the telescope structure, and degraded coupling by 9%–23%.
Beam stabilization in the 0–30 and 50–70 Hz bands will
improve overall throughput and reduce noise cause by image
jitter in fiber alignment. Static aberrations and fiber alignment
combined resulted in an additional 20% loss. The principal of
measuring NCPA has been demonstrated through use of MGS
phase retrieval, which can improve AO system offsets and
boost the Strehl ratio in the fiber channel. A summary of fiber
coupling coefficients can be found in Table 2.

The simulated photon-noise-limited RV precision show
promise to achieve σph�1m s−1 for bright stars (I=7–10)
and σph 1–10m s−1 for fainter magnitudes (I=11, 12). Modest

improvements in fiber coupling (5%–10%) may improve RV
precision of faint stars at the m s−1 level and bright stars at
the cm s−1 level. Additional consideration should be given to the
impact of variable chromatic coupling efficiency when testing
the repeatably of beam alignment and beam stability methods.
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Appendix
Characterization Details

Table 2
Summary

ρtel ρStrehl r tip iltt ρncpa ρtotal

0.78 0.33±0.13 0.84±0.7 ≈0.80 0.18±0.7

Note. Fiber coupling terms, ρ, including telescope pupil, tel, the Strehl ratio,
strehl, tip-tilt residuals, tip/tilt, and static aberrations ncpa.

Table 3
Analysis Summary

ID Set # AO modes Fiber Coupling Strehl σ(mas) δ (mas minute−1) Time (s) fps (Hz) γsr γtip/tilt

HD 89758 I 300 0.14±0.02 0.19±0.03 8.8 0.29 190 123.8 * *

HD 89758 II 300 0.12±0.02 0.18±0.03 8.2 0.91 80 123.8 0.88 0.68
HD 89758 III 300 0.09±0.02 0.14±0.02 10.2 2.76 80 123.8 0.65 0.63
HD 89758 IV 300 0.11±0.02 0.16±0.03 9.2 0.17 80 123.8 0.83 0.41
HD 89758 V 300 0.11±0.03 0.18±0.04 10.5 0.11 800 123.8 0.77 0.56
HD 89758 VI 153 0.08±0.01 0.20±0.02 12.3 0.45 16k 34.9 0.69 0.37
SA0 82686 I 300 0.22±0.02 0.28±0.04 8.1 0.29 90 130 * *

SA0 82686 II 400 0.22±0.02 0.28±0.02 7.4 0.17 380 130 0.51 0.28
HD 113496 I 400 0.22±0.01 0.28±0.03 4.8 1.49 55 58.4 0.72 0.33

Closed Dome DX I L L 0.83±0.01 11.1 2.41 30 3.1k L L
Closed Dome SX I L L 0.83±0.01 10.2 2.46 30 3.1k L L

Note. Fiber coupling, Strehl ratio, and centroid scatter statistics for on-sky targets and closed-dome calibration measurements including correlation parameters. The set#
distinguishes separate observations of the same target. γStrehl is the correlation coefficient between fiber coupling and Strehl. Not all observations included simultaneous
measurements of Strehl ratio and fiber coupling. These sets are marked with an asterisk (*). Observations without simultaneous fiber coupling and image data report statistics on
complete sets while those with substantial time overlap report results on only the overlapping time period.stip tilt is the 1σ scatter over the full observation, and δ is the systemic
centroid drift. Elapsed time is the approximate duration of each data set and fps is frame rate. γtip/tilt is the correlation between fiber coupling and tip-tilt residuals.
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